reconstruct some periodic solutions for the Hubble parameter, which may be able to describe the entire evolution of the universe. In addition, we also analyze the shape of the action for each phase of the ekpyrotic scenario, where the possibility of the occurrence of a Little Rip is explored. The so-called Little Rip is a postulated phase of the universe evolution, when a very strong accelerating expansion would lead to break some bounded systems, as the Solar System or even the molecules and atoms (see Ref. [18] ). Such breaking is shown to be fully compatible with the ekpyrotic scenario in comparison with future singularities as the Big Rip that are not, unless some cure for the future singularity is considered [19] . Moreover, the presence of a Big Bang/Crunch singularity, usual in ekpyrotic cosmologies, is still an open issue for this kind of cyclic scenario, where quantum effects may resolve it (see [20] ) or an effective theory that generates a non singular bounce (see [21] ). Nevertheless, here we are interested to explore the classical effects of the theory, where some non singular solutions are proposed, while the study of possible UV effects in the presence of the singularity is beyond the purpose of this paper.
The paper is organized as follows: in the next section, F (R) Hořava-Lifshitz gravity is briefly reviewed. In section III, the actions for some cyclic solutions are reconstructed. Finally, section IV is devoted to the analysis of ekpyrotic scenario, where each phase of the cycle is analyzed.
II. MODIFIED F (R) HOŘAVA-LIFSHITZ GRAVITY
In this section, modified Hořava-Lifshitz F (R) gravity is briefly reviewed [13, 15, 16] . We start by writing a general metric in the so-called Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) decomposition in a 3 + 1 spacetime (for more details see [22] ),
ij (dx
where i, j = 1, 2, 3, N is the so-called lapse variable, and N i is the shift 3-vector. In standard general relativity (GR), the Ricci scalar can be written in terms of this metric, and yields
here K = g ij K ij , K ij is the extrinsic curvature, R (3) is the spatial scalar curvature, and n µ a unit vector perpendicular to a hypersurface of constant time. The extrinsic curvature K ij is defined as
ij − ∇ (3) i N j − ∇ (3) j N i .
In the original model [8] , the lapse variable N is taken to be just time-dependent, so that the projectability condition holds and by using the foliation-preserving diffeomorphisms (6) , it can be fixed to be N = 1. As pointed out in [11] , imposing the projectability condition may cause problems with Newton's law in the Hořava gravity. For the nonprojectable case, the Newton law could be restored (while keeping stability) by the "healthy" extension of the original Hořava gravity of Ref. [11] .
The action for standard F (R) gravity can be written as
Gravity of Ref. [8] is assumed to have different scaling properties of the space and time coordinates
where z is a dynamical critical exponent that renders the theory renormalizable for z = 3 in 3+1 spacetime dimensions [8] . GR is recovered when z = 1. The scaling properties (5) render the theory invariant only under the so-called foliation-preserving diffeomorphisms:
It has been pointed that, in the IR limit, the additional scalar degree of freedom can be removed by means of an additional U (1) symmetry [12] . Here, we are interested on actions as follow,
where κ is the dimensionless gravitational coupling, and where, two new constants λ and µ appear, which account for the violation of the full diffeomorphism transformations. Note that in the original Hořava gravity theory [8] , the fourth term in the expression forR can be omitted, as it becomes a total derivative. This generalization of the Hořava-Lifshitz action, similar to standard F (R) gravity, may provide the way to describe the entire cosmological evolution with no need to introduce any additional field but where an additional scalar mode is assumed. The possibility of violations of Newtonian law, due to the extra scalar mode coming from F (R), can be avoided by the appropriate expression for the action, as it was pointed out in Ref. [16] . In addition, standard F (R) gravity (4) can be recovered by setting
ij ) in the action (7) is chosen to be [8] 
where the generalized De Witt metric is given by,
In Ref. [8] , the expression for E ij is constructed to satisfy the "detailed balance principle" in order to restrict the number of free parameters of the theory, and it is defined through the variation of an action
The action W [g kl ] is assumed to be defined by the metric and the covariant derivatives on the three-dimensional hypersurface t . In [8] , W [g
kl ] is explicitly given for the case z = 2,
and for the case z = 3,
Here κ W in (11) is a coupling constant of dimension −1/2 and w 2 in (12) is the dimensionless coupling constant. (12) is given by
Here we are interested in the study of cosmological solutions for the theory described by action (7) . Spatially-flat Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) metric is assumed
where N is taken to be just time-dependent (projectability condition) and, by using the foliation-preserving diffeomorphisms (6) , it can be set to unity, N = 1. Then, just as an assumption of the solution, N is taken to be unity. For a flat FLRW metric (14) , and a vanishing cosmological constant, the scalarR is given bỹ
For the action (7), and assuming the FLRW metric (15) , the second FLRW equation can be obtained by varying the action with respect to the spatial metric g
ij , what yields
here κ 2 = 16πG, p m is the pressure of a perfect fluid that fills the universe, and N = 1. Note that this equation turns out the usual second FLRW equation for standard F (R) gravity (4) when λ = µ = 1. If we assume the projectability condition, variation over N of the action (7) yields the following global constraint
Now, by using the ordinary conservation equation for the matter fluidρ m +3H(ρ m +p m ) = 0, and integrating Eq. (16), it yields
where C is an integration constant, taken to be zero, according to the constraint equation (17) . In [23] , however, it has been claimed that C needs not always vanish in a local region, since (17) needs to be satisfied in the whole universe. In the region C > 0, the Ca −3 term in (18) may be regarded as dark matter. If we do not assume the projectability condition, we can directly obtain (18) , which corresponds to the first FLRW equation, by varying the action (7) over N . Hence, starting from a given F (R) function, and solving Eqs. (16) and (17), a cosmological solution can be obtained.
III. RECONSTRUCTING CYCLIC UNIVERSES
The aim of this section is to show that any cosmology may be realized in F (R) Hořava-Lifshitz gravity. For this purpose, we present two different methods of reconstruction, the first one is based on the use of the number of e-foldings, while, the second one uses an auxiliary scalar field.
A. Reconstructing cyclic universe using e-folding
We will assume the flat FLRW metric defined in (14) with N = 1, in such a case the first FLRW equation is given by (18) with C = 0, which can be rewritten as a function of the number of e-foldings η = ln a a0 instead of the time t. This technique has been developed in [24] for classical F (R) gravity, and for Hořava-Lifshitz F(R)-gravity [16] . Since
dη , the first FLRW equation (22) is rewritten as
where A = 3 − 9λ + 18µ and the primes denote derivatives respect η. By using the energy conservation equatioṅ ρ + 3H(1 + w)ρ = 0, the energy density yields,
As the Hubble parameter can be written as a function of the number of e-foldings, H = H(η), the scalar curvature in (15) takes the formR
which can be solved respect to η as η = η(R). Then, the equation (19) for F (R) with the variableR is obtained. This can be a little simplified by writing G(η) = H 2 instead of the Hubble parameter. In such a case, the differential equation (19) gives
and the scalar curvature is now written asR = AG + 3µG ′ . Hence, for a given cosmological solution H 2 = G(η), one can solve the equation (22), and the corresponding F (R) is obtained.
In order to illustrate that cyclic solutions can be reproduced by this kind of theories, let us consider the following example:
where H 1 and T are constants. The number of e-foldings is:
Using (III A), the function G(η) and its derivatives are given by:
Then, we have:R
Now, if we call
2 , we can write:
We also have that:
where
We can now rewrite (25) in terms of the new variable x by using (27) , leading to:
Finally, by introducing (III A-29) into the equation (22) and considering the case of vacuum, we arrive to the following differential equation for F 1 (x):
Here, we have obtained an equation for the gravitational action, that in principle can not provide an exact expression, but which can be integrated numerically. Hence, this solution reproduces a periodic behavior for the Hubble parameter leading to a cyclic universe.
B. Reconstructing cyclic universe using a scalar field
In this subsection it will be shown how to construct an F (R) Hořava-Lifshitz gravity model realizing any given cosmology, this time using instead the technique of [6] . We start from the action for F (R) Hořava-Lifshitz gravity
which is equivalent to
Here, L matter is the matter Lagrangian density and P and Q are proper functions of the scalar field, φ, which can be regarded as an auxiliary field, because there is no kinetic term depending on φ in the Lagrangian. By varying the action with respect to φ, it follows that
which can be solved in terms of φ, as
By substituting (34) into (32) and comparing with (31), one obtains
We proceed now in the same way that we did in Section II, assuming the FLRWL metric, the second FLRWL equation can be obtained by varying the action (32) with respect to the spatial metric g
ij . This equation can be written as:
If we assume now the projectability condition, we can obtain a global constraint doing the variation of the action (7) over N , it yields:
We can combine (36) and (37) in order to eliminate the function Q(φ), we finally obtain:
As we may redefine the scalar field φ properly, we can choose
Provided the scale factor a is given by a proper function g(t) as
with a constant a 0 , and if it is moreover assumed that p and ρ are the sum of the different matter contributions, with constant equation of state (EoS) parameters ω i , Eq. (38) then reduces to the following second order differential equation
From this equation we can obtain P (φ) and using Eq. (37) we find that
As a result, any given cosmology, expressed as (40), can indeed be realized (as anticipated) by some specific f (R)-gravity. Note that Eq. (41) is a second order differential equation on P (φ) when g ′ (φ) is known, but it can also be considered as a first order differential equation on g ′ (φ) (i.e. on H(φ)) in the case that the function P (φ) is given. In the following we will use this last point of view to find out a function F (R) that reproduces a cyclic universe.
When matter can be neglected Eq.(41) can be rewritten as:
which can be solved as [7] :
In the second equality, we have used the partial integration. Furthermore by writing P (φ) as:
(III B) is rewritten as follows:
We now consider the case given by:
where P 0 and ω are constants. Then, using Eq.(43), the solution is given by:
where g 0 is an integration constant. Note that the tangent term in (48) makes the solutions to contain some divergences that correspond to points where the scale factor becomes null, i.e. a(t 0 ) = 0. These divergences can be identified with a Big Bang/Crunch singularity and they are very common in cyclic universes, where the ekpyrotic scenario is reproduced. In order to have a smooth transition through the Big Bang/Crunch singularity, one expects that the quantum effects of the theory will avoid the occurrence of the singularity. However, this is a large task, even more in a background solution as (48), and should be explored separately in the future. In addition, other mechanisms for a smooth transition have been suggested as the introduction of an additional term in the action or a different coupling with the matter lagrangian (see Ref. [25] ).
IV. EKPYROTIC SCENARIO IN HOŘAVA-LIFSHITZ GRAVITY
We have shown above that periodic solutions can be easily reconstructed in the frame of extended Hořava-Lifshitz gravity. Here we are more interested to analyze ekpyrotic models in such kind of theories. The so-called Ekpyrotic/cyclic universe is an alternative explanation to the inflationary paradigm proposed one decade ago in Ref. [1] , that can provide a realistic picture of the universe evolution (for a confrontation between both models, see [26] ). In the same way as the inflationary scenario, ekpyrotic cosmological models can also predict the origin of primordial inhomogeineties that leads to the formation of large structures and the anisotropies observed in the CMB. In addition, this model does not require initial conditions in comparison with the standard inflationary scenario due to its cyclic nature. In general, the cosmological evolution presented by an ekpyrotic universe consist of infinite cycles, where each cycle contains four stages: a first initial hot state similar to the standard Big Bang model, then a phase of accelerated expansion, after which the universe starts to contract and finally the cycle ends in a Big Bang/Crunch transition, when the cycle starts again. The cosmological problems enumerated above are solved during the contracting phase. In the usual ekpyrotic models, brane scenarios or scalar fields are considered (see [1] ). However, it is clear that modified gravity, and precisely F (R) gravity, can perfectly reproduce the ekpyrotic scenario [17] . Here we are interested to see how the cosmological problems can be solved during the contracting phase in the context of Horřava-Lifshitz gravity, and to reconstruct the corresponding behavior of the action during each phase of an ekpyrotic universe. The first FLRW equation is given by,
where the subscripts refers to matter (m), radiation (r), anisotropies (σ), and k is the spatial curvature, while ρ F (R) is defined as,
In order to solve the initial cosmological problems, the last term in (49) should dominate over the rest when the scale factor tends to zero, i.e. when the universe approaches the Big Bang (Crunch) singularity. Hence, the effective energy density defined in (50) should behave as ρ F (R) ∝ 1/a m with m > 6 when the scale factor tends to zero, such that close to the initial singularity, the FLRW equation (49) can be approximated as,
where C is a constant. Then, we can reconstruct the form of the action F (R) close to the Big Bang (Crunch) singularity by solving the FLRW equation. Hence, for the Hubble parameter (51), the scalar curvature is given by,
And the FLRW equation (51) yields an expression where F (R) is the unknown quantity,
This is an Euler equation that can be easily solved, and gives the function for F (R),
where,
Note that the scalar curvature tends to infinity when a → 0, and in such strong gravity regime, the parameters λ and µ should be different than one, the limit of General Relativity, as the breaking of Lorentz invariance will be present in such kind of regimes, while it is recovered for the weak field systems. Moreover, in order to get a smooth transition along the singularity, the first derivative of F (R) should tend to infinity to ensure that the matter energy densities remain finite in (49), which can be easily achieved when (β ± − 1) < 0 in (53). After this contracting phase, the ekpyrotic model suggests that a hot initial state, similar to the Big Bang model, is created (in the original ekpyrotic model by the collision between branes), and which may be created by the decaying of the extra scalar modes coming from F (R) in this class of theories. Nevertheless, this is beyond the purpose of this paper, where our aim is to show the approximated form that the action should look like for each phase of the cycle. Then, during the matter/radiation dominated epochs, the action may seem as the standard Hilbert-Einstein action with F (R) ∼R andR = R, i. e. the parameters responsible of the breaking of full diffeomorphisms should recover the values of GR, λ = µ ∼ 1. The last phase for each cycle refers to an accelerating era, which may be described by the usual ΛCDM model, whose Hubble parameter can be written in terms of the number of e-foldings as,
where H 0 and ρ 0 are constants. In the frame of General Relativity, the terms in the r.h.s of equation (56) correspond to an effective cosmological constant Λ = 3H 2 0 and to a pressureless fluid. The corresponding F (R) can be reconstructed by following the steps described above. For this case the function G(η) is given by
And by using the expression for the scalar curvature R = AG + 3µG ′ , the relation betweenR and η is obtained,
where k = (57) and (58) in the equation (22), one gets the following differential expression, , the equation (59) can be easily identified as an hypergeometric differential equation,
with the set of parameters (α, β, γ) given by
The solution of the equation (60) is a Gauss' hypergeometric function [16] ,
where C 1 and C 2 are constants. Then, this action reproduces the ΛCDM model described by the Hubble parameter (56) without including a cosmological constants. Note that this is the same result obtained in [24] for classical F (R) gravity, although in this case the solution depends on the parameters of the theory (µ, λ) whose values differ from the classical theory. Other kind of accelerating expansions can be also reconstructed in the context of this class of theories as showed in Ref. [16] . However, due to the periodic behavior of ekpyrotic universes, models containing future singularities (usually phantom models) are not allowed in this kind of models unless a mechanism for avoiding the singularity is introduced. Nevertheless, a new class of phantom models that do not contain Big Rip singularities but only affects to bound systems without reaching a singular point, the so-called Little Rip, has been proposed in Ref. [18] , and extended to modified gravities in Ref. [17] . Basically, these cosmological models consist on a phantom-like evolution, free of future singularities but whose strong expansion breaks the bond of some coupling systems (as galaxies, solar systems, or even atoms, nuclei...), what has been called as a Little Rip. An simple example of this kind of evolution can be described by the Hubble parameter,
where H 0 is a constant. In this case, we can also reconstruct the corresponding F (R) action by solving the FLRW equation (18) . The scalar curvature is given by,
Then, the FLRW (18) yields,
This is also an hypergeometric equation, whose solution is given by,
where U (γ, β; x) is the confluent hypergeometric function and L (α)
γ (x) is the Laguerre polynomial. The variable x(R) and the set of parameters (γ, β, α) are defined as,
Hence, the F (R) action (66) corresponds to a series of powers inR that are capable to reproduce a kind of behavior given by the Hubble parameter (63). In such case, we have that the effective energy density can be approximated as,
Note that for a cyclic universe, as the ones studied in section above, the phase when the universe expansion is accelerated can be approximated by (63), such that a Little Rip may occur in the ekpyrotic scenario. In order to show in a qualitative way how this Little Rip occurs, i.e. how some bounded systems are broken, let us compare the effective energy density (68) with the energy density of some known systems as the Solar-Earth system, and calculate the time remaining before the Little Rip occurs. By assuming that ρ F (R) (t 0 ) =
, where the age of the universe is taken to be t 0 ∼ 13.73 Gyrs, according to Ref. [27] , and a mean density of the Sun-Earth system given by ρ ⊙−⊕ = 0.594 × 10 −3 kg/m 3 ∼ 10 −21 GeV 4 , according to the evolution (68), the time for the little rip is,
which is a large period compared with the current age of the universe. For other kind of expansions, as the an exponential Hubble parameter (studied in [17] ), this time can be much shorter (∼ 300Gyrs). However, in an ekpyrotic scenario the occurrence of a Little Rip will depend on the duration of the accelerating phase before this ends, and a new contracting phase starts again. Note also that close to the dissolution of the bound structure, gravity will be very strong, and the breaking of Lorentz invariance will be present, such that the values of (λ, µ) will determine the expansion rate, and for instance the occurrence of the Little Rip.
Let us now consider a model that may reproduce a entire cycle of an ekpyrotic universe,
For H 1 > H 0 , the Hubble parameter (70) represents a universe that crosses through out a contracting phase, and then ends in an accelerating expansion for large times. Obviously, one would need to provide the way to start a cycle again, however for a qualitative description, we assume here that the cycle starts again after the accelerating phase somehow. For the solution (70), we havẽ
where we recall that A = 3(1 − 3λ + 6µ). From (71) we get
For simplicity we consider the case when AH 0 + 3µβ = 0. Then Eq. (72) gives
And the Hubble parameter (70) can be rewritten in terms of the scalar curvatureR,
In this case the first Friedmann equation (18) yields,
where B = 6[(1 − 3λ + 3µ)H 2 + µḢ]. Then, by setting β =
, we obtain,
Eq. (75) is still a very difficult expression, so that the search of exact solutions for F (R) is a difficult task. Nevertheless, we can reconstruct some particular exact actions by considering special matter fluids. Let us consider the matter energy density,
Then the FLRW equation (75) admits the following particular solution
In a similar way, other particular solutions of the Friedmann equations can be reconstructed. Hence, we have shown here that ekpyrotic universes can be well described in the frame of Hořava-Lifshitz gravity.
V. DISCUSSIONS
In the present paper, we have analyzed some particular cosmological solutions in the context of Hořava-Lifshitz gravity, where basically some generalizations of the original action [8] , similar to standard F (R) gravity, have been studied. It is well known that for a particular Hubble parameter, the corresponding action can be reconstructed in the framework of F (R) Hořava-Lifshitz gravity (see Ref [16] ), where the presence of the set of parameters {λ, µ}, consequence of the restriction of the symmetries of the theory, can vary along the cosmological evolution, since their value depends on the energy scale of a particular system. Hence, the presence of this set of parameters will fluctuate along the universe evolution, affecting the corresponding cosmic solution. By assuming that GR should be recovered whenR ∼ H , where the quantum effects should become important. In this sense, the effects of Hořava-Lifshitz gravity, and specifically the extra scalar mode, may become important when the universe reaches stages as the Little Rip, or other phases from a typical ekpyrotic universe Hence, in the particular solutions studied here, the ekpyrotic scenario becomes an important focus for analyzing Hořava-Lifshitz gravity, as the universe owns a periodic behavior, crossing different stages, where the quantum nature of the theory may be relevant. Moreover, we have shown that particular actions which lead to a cyclic nature of the Hubble parameter can be reconstructed. Several techniques have been used for the reconstruction procedure. By using an auxiliary scalar field, coming from the F (R) sector, we have shown that cosmological solutions can be easily obtained. In addition, we have studied the shape of the action along each phase of a typical ekpyrotic universe, where the corresponding actions have been obtained. It is straightforward to show that such actions lead to standard F (R) gravity when λ = µ = 1, and can be identified with some particular viable theories [24] . Then, we can conclude that this class of actions can perfectly describe the entire universe evolution by means of an ekpyrotic model. Moreover, we have suggested the compatibility between an ekpyrotic universe and the presence of a Little Rip, a non singular point that may lead to the break of some bounded systems, where the effects of Hořava-Lifshitz gravity turn out important, and λ = 1, µ = 1. Future singularities can not be compatible with a cyclic universe unless a cure for the singularity is considered [19] . A next step should be to probe the possibility to reproduce cyclic cosmologies within the frame of so-called viable F (R) gravities (see for instance, Ref. [28] ). While the violation of Newtonian law can be avoided in F (R) Hořava-Lifshitz gravity (see [16] ), the presence of instabilities and other features should be studied in more detail.
On the other hand, in order to have a complete picture of the universe evolution, one should specify how reheating occurs. Nevertheless, this is beyond of the scope of this work, but an interesting proposal for a reheating mechanism in the frame of UV complete theory is pointed out in [29] .
Therefore, in an ekpyrotic universe, the main implications of F (R) Hořava-Lifshitz gravity would come during those phases when the full diffeomorphisms are broken, basically during the early and ending phases, that may affect other classical eras, specially by the perturbations, which should be an important point to be studied in the future, where the effects may be distinguishable from other models.
